HNRS/Honors

HNRS 1100     THE GOOD SOCIETY
002  (8780)  CRE 3.0  TR  12:30 pm-01:50 pm  ENV 391  Major R
HONORS COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY.

HNRS 1500     INTRODUCTION RESEARCH
002  (8779)  CRE 3.0  TR  09:30 am-10:50 am  COL 047  Miles Jr. T
HONORS COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY.

HNRS 3500     THESIS PROPOSAL
001  (8773)  CRE 3.0  W  02:00 pm-04:50 pm  WH 217  Miles Jr. T
HONORS COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY.
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED FOR JUNIOR OR SENIOR STUDENTS WHO WANT TO BEGIN WORK ON A THESIS.

HNRS 4900     SPECIAL PROBLEMS
701  (8774)  CRE V  Gruver E
HONORS COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY.